








Detailed session assignments are
typically posted approximately 2-4
weeks before the competition. Please
note, this information is subject to
change.

Stars & Stripes will distribute session
information via email and facebook
once it is made official

Please do not contact the competition
hosts with questions regarding
session information, contact the team
communications manager Isabella via
email at
isabellacraft@starsandstripes-
athletics.com with any inquiries.

Each session from check in to the
completion of awards will last
approximately 5 hours.
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Upon arrival to the competition:
Parents will pay a spectator fees, then locate
the designated gym, join the rest of the team
and coaches (as everyone arrives).

Athletes and coaches enter the competition
area for warm up, parents may find a seat in
the spectator viewing area. Gymnasts will
stay with their coaches through the entire
competition. Coaches will release the
gymnasts to their parents upon conclusion of
the award ceremony. 

During the Meet: 
Parents may enjoy viewing the athletes
compete - feel free to cheer on the team in
your Stars & Stripes spirit wear! Athletes and
coaches will focus on competing one event at
a time with a positive, fighting spirit.









Gymnasts must always have a nutritious meal
before competing as well as the days leading up
to the competition. They should ALWAYS be
fueling their bodies with adequate nutrients and
learn the benefits of healthy food choices.
Meals before competing should be light, but
nutrient dense; avoid sugar and processed food.
A gymnast must NEVER skip breakfast before a
morning session.
Between the warm up, competition and awards,
the meet can be very long. Please provide a
small snack in your gymnast’s bag for after the
meet. 
Many meets offer concessions. Gymnasts
should not consume any unhealthy snacks at the
venue until after they compete and finish the
award ceremony.



Take Advantage of the Learning
Opportunities - Parents can use competitive
gymnastics as an opportunity to teach their children so many
valuable lessons including commitment to the training
schedule, arriving to practices and competitions on time and
prepared, and the importance of healthy food choices to
enhance their training and performance. Pre meet
preparations outside of the gym leading up to practices and
competition can really complement actual training in the
gym. 

Enjoy the Experience – Take of advantage of watching young
athletes participate in a sport they love. Parents and athletes
will only have this experience once, make the most of it! Take
advantage of the social aspects and the friendships athletes
have the opportunity to develop. Gymnasts are surrounded
by a group of peers/friends with common goals and interests
which will only assist them in becoming even more goal-
oriented and focused.




